2019 Review of the Victorian Retirement Village Act 1986
The retirement village concept is excellent, not only for those fortunate enough to be able to afford
to enter one, but also for the community in general by freeing up housings for families.
The current Victorian Act definition of a retirement village requiring an “ingoing contribution”, that
is an interest free capital loan, for the duration of the contract, ruined the concept by adding cost,
extraneous complexity, and enabling operators with managements on incentive compensation
bonus schemes to reap rich rewards for these past 33 years. The overall effect has been to restrict
entry. Australia, with virtually all contracts based on the Victorian model, has only 5.7% of the
retiree demographic in retirement villages, whereas the US with simple contracts, has over 15% of
the demographic. If anything is any good, Australians generally are right up with Americas.
Attachments show the options. After 16 years devoted to understanding the retirement village
market here, in the US, and New Zealand, and having a sister in a relocatable home land lease
village, owned by her son, who is building more as fast as he can, it is now obvious that the
independent retiree consumer must have control of his destiny, if villages are to be the success they
deserve. There are at least three successful Owners Corporation community villages operating in
Victoria, at Monbulk, Ferntree Gully and Ringwood.

What is needed?
For the most in need, charity and “not for profit” villages, the ingoing contribution contract appears
best fit. Alternatively, residential tenancy would suit some, and some could qualify for rental assist.
Land lease (essentially land tenancy) retirement villages would also suit regional retirees.
For the typical urban couple, or single, owning their own home of sufficient value to afford to buy
into a village unit, and stay in the suburbs close to family or friends, the only choice would be an
Owners Corporation village managed by the owners. That will cut the developers out of owning and
operating village, and they will resist strongly. This model would have the developer take his profit
immediately, and handing over each sale to an Owners Corporation (OC). That transition could be
seen as problematic by some, but is not something that would present any real difficulty with a
suitable retirement village Act. With an OC transaction, documentation would be simpler and total
capital cost rate lower by about 20%. More retirees would gain the great social and community
support benefit of life in a unit in a retirement village.
Co-location of aged care facilities should be encouraged by legislation enabling more efficient use of
facilities, and medical services. An ombudsman is clearly essential too.

Why is the Owner Corporation Village needed?
To provide equitable, more affordable housing with choice and flexibility for retiree
consumers. And free market competition, without departure cost penaltiess.
Attachments.
1. Tabulation of the contract possibilities with Owners Corporations recommended for those
urban and regional retirees, funded well enough to afford entry to a unit,
as well as residential tenancy for the less funded retirees.
2. Graph of typical distortionate cost pull forward of the current urban loan lease contract over
time, that illustrates why operators seek to churn.
3. Spreadsheet for the graph.

The graphs below show the high early cost rate and profit of a typical present loan lease contract,
with ingoing contribution and a 5% sinking fund, and so-called deferred management fee. With
developer operators’ managements on incentive compensation bonuses based on profits, it is
obvious why resident churning takes place.

This current RV ACT - 1986 ingoing contribution model contracts puts the financial beneficiaries’
priorities as:1. Developer/operator managements on incentive compensation bonus schemes
2. Corporate shareholders
3. Residents

Spread sheet for the graph above. The refurbishment cost in is not included in the graph above.

